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The Prague Astronomical Clock or
Prague Orloj (Czech: Prask orloj) is a
medieval astronomical clock located
in Prague, the capital of the Czech
Republic, at 50513.23N, 142515.30E.
The Orloj is mounted on the southern
wall of Old Town City Hall in the Old
Town Square and is a popular tourist
attraction.

The Or lo j i s composed o f th r ee ma in
c o m p o n e n t s : t h e a s t r o n o m i c a l d i a l ,
representing the position of the Sun and Moon
in the sky and displaying various astronomical
detai ls ; "The Walk of the Apost les" , a
clockwork hourly show of figures of the
Apostles and other moving sculptures; and a
calendar dial with medallions representing the
months.

Abstract We present several geometrical and algebraical theorems

that have a close connection with the astronomical clock (horologe) of
Prague. In particular, we show that there is a remarkable relationship
between the triangular numbers and the bellworks of the astronomical
clock. The dial-plate is an astrolabe controlled by a clockwork mechanism.
It represents a stereographic projection of the celestial sphere from its
North Pole onto the tangent plane passing through the South Pole.
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